New insulin sensitivity adjusted beta cell indices: validation according to a genetic study.
The role of hepatocyte nuclear factor-1alpha (HNF1alpha) in the maturity-onset diabetes of the young 3 (MODY3) is well established. A common polymorphism, I27L that is not linked to MODY3, has been demonstrated to affect beta cell function. To facilitate the identification of subjects with a low beta cell reserve, we developed beta cell indices and validated according to a genetic study. Insulin sensitivity index (ISI), 1st phase insulin response (1stIR), and 2nd phase insulin response (2ndIR) were assessed in 60 glucose tolerant subjects using hyperglycemic clamps. Delta1stIR and delta2ndIR were defined as differences between 1stIR (or 2ndIR) and the ISI-adjusted 1stIR (or 2ndIR). The genotypes were determined from genomic DNA. Delta1stIR (P = 0.0130) and delta2ndIR (P = 0.0482) differed among the 3 genotypic groups. Multivariate analysis confirmed the independent influence of the I27L polymorphism on delta1stIR (P = 0.0130) and delta2ndIR (P = 0.0369). Within the LL group, 75% and 63% of the subjects were within the lowest quartile of delta1stIR (P = 0.0011) and delta2ndIR (P = 0.0277), respectively. With new beta cell indices, we demonstrated the independent impact of the I27L polymorphism on beta cell function. The new beta cell indices will facilitate the identification of glucose tolerant subjects with reduced beta cell reserve.